
 

Mystic Sufi Tour  
 

 
 

Over View of two Shrines: 
 
Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai ( 1689-1752) was a Sindhi Sufi Scholar ,Mystic Saint, Poet, Philosopher, tourist 
and Musician, He is widely considered to be one of the greatest poet of Sindh who narrated his message 
for mankind, His collected poems are assembled in the compilation well known as Shah Jo Risalo, at his 
shrine in Hala musicians play his poems with a unique Musical instrument which he invented and is 
called Tambooro it has been played since his death every day on his shrine from afternoon to dawn  
 
Lal Shabaz Qalandir (1177-1274) The Shrine of the saint Qalandir Lal Shehbaz is filled up with ocean of 
people from all around the world, to get the peace of mind and also to witness the gigantic mausoleum 
visible from far off distance, The sanctity of this scared shrine can be seen in the ragged and colorful 
clothing of the devotees during the Dhammal (a Mystic Sufi dance) each day the word Lal in this great 
saints name stands for red colored dress he always wore 

 

  

Travel itinerary: 
Karachi – Bhit Shah –Sehwan- Karachi  

 Departure from Karachi at 9:00 am to Hala town ( 3 hours’ drive ) 

 Drive via Super Highway 

 Short stops on the way for Tea and using rest room  

 Visit Hala Handicraft Market for Souvenir shopping 

 Lunch Break at 1:00 pm 

 Arrival at Shrine of Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai at 2:00pm 

 Listen to Shah Jo Kalam by Local musicians within the shrine  

 Spend some time at the shrine (it’s a large complex with various tombs)  

 Leave for second tomb Lal Shahbaz Qalandir in Sehwan Town (2 hours’ drive) @ 3:30pm 

 Arrival at the shrine @5:30 pm 

 Listen to Meditative dancing session for half an hour  

 Leave for Karachi @ 7:30pm  

 Arrival at Karachi @ 9:30 pm  
 
 

Package Includes: 
 One Toyota Corolla 2016 or similar 

 Services of a driver cum English speaking guide 

 All entry fees and toll taxes 

 
 
 



 

What’s not included 
 Anything not mentioned in ‘package includes’  

 Meals  
 
Terms and Conditions: 

 Every member must keep his/her original CNIC / Passport. (must) 

 Members should report 30 mints before departure time. 

 Rocket Tourism Pakistan is not responsible for personal injuries and accidents. 

 Rocket Tourism Pakistan is not responsible for the loss of any kind of valuable item. 

 Rocket Tourism Pakistan can change terms and conditions at any time without prior notice. 

 Personal weapons/drugs are strictly prohibited. 

 


